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Self-organized current transport through low-angle grain boundaries in YBa2Cu3O7Àd thin films
studied magnetometrically
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The critical current density flowing across low angle grain boundaries in YBa2Cu3O72d thin films has been
studied magnetometrically. Films~200 nm thickness! were deposited on SrTiO3 bicrystal substrates containing
a single@001# tilt boundary, with angles of 2, 3, 5, and 7 degrees, and the films were patterned into rings. Their
magnetic moments were measured in applied magnetic fields up to 30 kOe at temperatures of 5–95 K; current
densities of rings with or without grain boundaries were obtained from a modified critical state model. For
rings containing 5 and 7 degree boundaries, the magnetic response depends strongly on the field history, which
arises in large part from self-field effects acting on the grain boundary.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature superconductors characteristically h
highly anisotropic properties and a short scale of the su
conducting coherence lengthj. As a consequence, the crit
cal current density across grain boundaries can be sig
cantly reduced relative to that which flows within grains. F
reasons that are not well understood, a large misalignmen
adjacent grains suppresses the order parameter along
grain boundary~GB! and as a result, the adjacent grains a
weakly linked. The weak-link behavior of a high-angle gra
boundary and a near-exponential decrease in the GB cri
current densityJc

GB with misorientation angle were first stud
ied by Dimoset al.1 in YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! materials.
Since then, a number of studies have been conducted on
and other high-Tc superconductors, as reviewed recently
Larbalestieret al.2 and Hilgenkamp and Mannhart.3 These
review articles provide an excellent overview of gra
boundaries in these materials, the controlled synthesis
GB’s, current transport, and related topics. Much ear
work focused on the properties of GB’s with relatively lar
misorientation anglesu.10°, where intergrain current con
duction is severely suppressed. More recently, the
~current-voltage! characteristics of large angle GB’s i
SmBa2Cu3O72d thin films have been studied.4 In other re-
cent work, Durrellet al.5 investigated the transport curre
density in low-angle~5°) boundaries in YBCO, with a mag
netic field applied in the plane of the film, within the Cu-
planes; in this configuration, the current density was stron
suppressed only when the field was oriented within so
~temperature and field-dependent! angle of the GB, a resul
that was explained by flux cutting. The present work conc
trates on YBCO materials with lower angle GB’s, which a
contained in YBCO rings for magnetometric study; here
0163-1829/2004/69~10!/104509~8!/$22.50 69 1045
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magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the film, i.
along the crystallographicc axis.

The regime of lower angle grain boundaries is interesti
for with decreasing tilt angleu, the mode of current conduc
tion appears to crossover from weak to strong linkage. Te
nologically this is highly relevant: recently developed me
ods for forming highly textured coated conductors, such
rolling-assisted biaxially textured substrates~RABiTS!
~Refs. 6,7! and ion-beam assisted deposition~IBAD !,8–10

vastly improve the current conduction in multicrystallin
coated conductors of high-temperature superconductors
reducing the average misorientation into a regime of l
anglesu&7°. For sufficiently small angles, the material b
tween dislocation cores on the grain boundary is only mil
perturbed and this provides a strong conduction chan
comparable to or wider than the in-plane coherence lengt11

For further development of coated conductors, an und
standing of low-angle GB’s is important, for it gives guid
ance as to how highly textured the materials must be. S
cifically, are low-angle GB’s still weak linked and
responsible for large reductions of the GB current dens
How does the application of an external magnetic field aff
the current flow?

This magnetometric study of low-angle GB’s is based
a simple equation from electrodynamics. A circulating c
rent generates a magnetic dipole moment according to
equation

m5~1/2c!E „r3J~r!…dV, ~1!

whereJ is the current density at locationr. This expression
tells us that once the current configuration is established,
current or~spatially uniform! current density can be calcu
lated from the measured magnetic moment of a sample.
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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J. R. THOMPSONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 104509 ~2004!
current configuration is related to the sample geometry. W
the sensitivity of SQUID-based instrumentation and a sim
ring geometry that helps define the current path,12–15we ob-
tain the critical current densityJc flowing through grain
boundaries in the high-temperature supercondu
YBa2Cu3O72d , and for comparison, theJc of companion
rings with no GB’s. Furthermore, the magnetic respon
m(H) of the rings are compared and contrasted. We obse
a large peak in the decreasing field branch of them(H)
curves for GB rings withu55.1 and 7° and show that it
appearance arises largely from a cancellation of the app
magnetic field by self-field effects on weakly linked gra
boundaries.

II. MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN THE CRITICAL STATE

In the critical state model, one assumes that critical c
rents with density6Jc flow throughout the superconducto
In this work, the currents are induced by applying a la
magnetic fieldHapp perpendicular to flat, planar samples.
is then straightforward to integrate Eq.~1! and obtain the
associated magnetic momentm for several of the sample
geometries used here. For example, a flat strip of thicknesd,
length,, and widthw has

mstrip5Jcd,w2/403@12w/3,# ~2!

according to the sandpile model.16 This and following ex-
pressions have cgs units with dimensions in cm,J in A/cm2,
andm in erg/G5emu. For the long narrow strips consider
here, the factor@12w/3,#'1 will be neglected. Equation
~2! also gives the moment of an ‘‘open circuit’’ thin ring o
the same thickness and width, where,52pR for a ring of
radiusR,

mopen ring5Jcd~2pR!w2/40. ~3!

Another standard case is that of a disk of outer radiusa and
thicknessd. Here one has

mdisk5Jcpda3/30. ~4!

From this, it follows that a continuous ring with outer radi
a and inner radiusa1 has moment

mring5Jcpd~a32a1
3!/30. ~5!

For a thin ring witha2a15w!a, Eq.~5! is nearly the same
as the simplest expression

mloop5I cpa2/c, ~6!

where I c is the critical current and the speed of lightc has
value 10 in these laboratory units.

Let us now consider the case of a thin ring that crosse
GB. The GB is expected to have a lower critical curre
densityJc

GB and lower critical currentI c
GB than the surround-

ing epitaxial YBCO grain film with critical current densit
Jc

Gr . When applying a magnetic field, we first induce cu
rents that circulate around the outer and inner circumferen
of the ring and that screen flux from the central hole;17 si-
multaneously flux penetrates into the grain YBCO and m
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deeply into the GB. When the current exceedsI c
GB , flux

enters the hole along the GB and is trapped there. Appl
tion of still higher fields drives flux into all of the grain
material where currents with densityJc

Gr flow throughout.
Thus a portion of the current approaching a GB can cros
and generate the magnetic moment of a loop, Eq.~6!. The
self-organizing, remaining portion of the current makes a
turn,’’18 giving the magnetic moment of a strip, Eq.~2!. The
resulting Bean-like flux profile is displaced from the cen
of the strip, just like the case of a superconducting st
carrying both a transport current and critical state curre
Let us defineD by Jc

GB5(D/w)Jc
Gr as a measure of the GB

current ~geometricallyD/2 corresponds to the displaceme
of the flux profile from the center-line of the ‘‘strip’’!. Then
we have

mGB ring5mloop1mstrip ~7!

5~D/w!Jc
Grwdpa2/c1Jc

Grd~2pa!~w2D!2/40. ~8!

These expressions ignore terms of order (w/a)2. Experimen-
tally, we determineJc

Gr in a separate experiment, then sol
Eq. ~8! for (D/w), from whichJc

GB is obtained.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

In order to use the above equations effectively for t
study, samples were specially designed as rings in the
lowing process. Films of YBCO were prepared on SrTiO3
@001#-tilt bicrystal substrates by pulsed laser depositio
Three ring samples were made from each YBCO film us
standard optical photolithography techniques. One ring w
placed across a grain boundary so as to contain two g
boundaries~GB ring!; two other rings were patterned o
each of the two adjoining single crystals~grain rings!. All
three rings have the same geometry with an outside diam
2a of 3 mm, an inside diameter 2a1 of 2.8 mm giving a ring
width w of 0.10 mm, and a thicknessd of 200 nm. The
substrate was cut into three pieces, each containing just
ring. Note that all three rings come from a single YBCO fil
and as a result, the filmsper seshould have the same prop
erties, such as current density, pinning force, etc. Bicry
substrates with 1.8°, 2.8°, 5.1°~two samples!, and 7°@001#-
tilt boundaries were used to make GB and companion g
ring samples. Sometimes the current density can be dim
ished by external degrading factors, such as cracks o
sample or by maltreatment. To cross check the deduced
rent density values of grain rings, some grain rings w
made into an open circuit by etching a line across
100 mm width ~open rings!. This changes the geometry o
the current path without changing the properties of the
perconductor; consistent values ofJc were obtained.

Magnetic measurements were conducted with a SQU
based quantum design MPMS-7 magnetometer. An in
vidual sample was mounted on a Si disk with Duco cem
and placed in a Mylar tube for support. For each ring,
magnetic moment was measured as a function of tempera
and magnetic field. For temperature sweep experiment
magnetic field was applied parallel to thec axis of YBCO
9-2
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SELF-ORGANIZED CURRENT TRANSPORT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 104509 ~2004!
film at 5 K ~500 Oe, 3 kOe, and 3 kOe for grain, GB, an
open rings, respectively!; the field levels were chosen to en
sure each sample geometry was fully penetrated by the fi
Subsequently the applied field was reduced to zero (Happ
50) to induce circulating currents in the material~and the
magnet was ‘‘reset’’ to provide the quietest and most sta
magnetic environment!. Then we measured the remanen
state magnetic moment as a function of temperature fro
to 95 K in 1 K steps. Complementary field-dependent m
ments m(H), i.e., hysteresis loops, were measured in
creasing and decreasing applied magnetic fields in the ra
from 0 Oe to 30 kOe. The field sweep measurements w
conducted at temperatures of 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 77, and 8
for each ring. To obtain the critical current densityJc from
the measured magnetic moments, the critical state exp
sions Eqs.~3!–~8! were used for each sample configuratio

IV. RESULTS OF THE TEMPERATURE SWEEP
EXPERIMENTS

For the temperature sweep measurements, each ring
prepared in the critical state by applying a large magn
field and then reducing it to zero. Two examples of the
results forJc(T) in zero applied field are shown in Fig. 1, fo
a ring containing a 5.1° GB and its companion grain rin
Both have the sameTc near 93 K, as did all of the grain, GB
and open rings. For the grain ring in Fig. 1, the current d
sity Jc

Gr was calculated using Eq.~5!. These results are typi
cal of those observed for the companion rings at 5 K in z
applied field, 34–40 MA/cm2. For the GB ring, the curren
densityJc

GB was calculated using Eq.~8!. As evident in the
figure, the values are strongly suppressed relative to thos
the grain ring. This is particularly so at low temperatur
whereJ at 5 K in zero applied field lies near 1.6 MA/cm2.
~The higher-J GB data, shown as filled symbols, were o
tained in finite decreasing magnetic field, as will be d

FIG. 1. ~Color online! The critical current densityJc of
YBa2Cu3O7 measured magnetically in zero applied magnetic fi
~open symbols!, plotted vs temperatureT. Results are shown fo
YBCO rings on SrTiO3 containing a single 5.1°@001# tilt grain
boundary~GB! and for comparison, a grain ring~Gr! with no GB.
Filled symbols show peak values forJc in the GB ring measured in
field, as discussed in the text.
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cussed below.! We reported previously19 that corresponding
studies of 1.8° GB rings yielded current densities alm
identical to those for the grain rings. It was argued that
similarity between the 1.8° GB and its companion grain ri
is a consequence of the large numbers of twin boundarie
YBCO thin films.

As the misorientation of the grain boundary increases,
GB current density diminishes significantly. WhileJc

GB is the
same as the grain value for a 1.8° boundary, the value
T55 K fall to '50% ofJc

Gr at u52.8°, to 5% at 5.1°, and
to 3% at 7°, respectively. Interestingly~and fortunately for
coated conductor applications!, the fractional transport is
larger atT577 K, rising to '60% of Jc

Gr at u52.8°, to
15–20 % at 5.1°, and to 10% ofJc

Gr at 7°, respectively.
These results show that a small-anglec-axis tilt boundary in
the range 1.8°,u<5.1° clearly impedes the current flowin
across it. More precisely, the range 1.8°,u<2.8° contains
the critical angle where a grain boundary begins to supp
the current flow across it.

V. RESULT OF THE FIELD SWEEP EXPERIMENTS

The isothermal magnetic response was studied at t
peraturesT55 –85 K. For the grain and open rings, nice
symmetric curves of magnetic moment versus field were
tained, as illustrated by the inset to Fig. 2. The symmetry
the hystereticm about the axism50 means that the sam
absolute magnitude ofJ flows in the ring for increasing field
~lower branch! and decreasing field~upper branch! histories.
The critical current density was obtained from Eq.~5! and
Eq. ~3! for grain and open rings, respectively. Typical valu
were 34–40 MA/cm2 in zero applied field at 5 K. Figure 2
shows the field and temperature dependence ofJc

Gr for one
of the grain rings. The dependence is simple, with a mo
tonic falloff with both H and T. As in temperature sweep
experiments, the in-field featuresm(H,T) for the 1.8° GB
and its companion grain ring were nearly identical in fie

FIG. 2. ~Color online! For a YBCO grain ring without grain
boundaries, the critical current densityJc vs applied fieldH at the
temperatures shown. Inset: the magnetic momentm(H) at 5 K
showing symmetric response in increasing and decreasing field
tories.
9-3
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J. R. THOMPSONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 104509 ~2004!
sweep experiments. The curves ofm versusH for the 1.8°
and 2.8° GB rings were as symmetric as those of grain rin

In contrast, the magnetic response of the rings with
and 7° grain boundaries is considerably more complex. T
is evident in Fig. 3, which showsm(H) for the 7° ring at
several temperatures. Also included for comparison are
gin curves for a representative open ring, which shows
signal produced by a ring with a ‘‘grain boundary’’ of zer
conductivity. Qualitatively, the ‘‘excess’’ magnetic mome
in the GB ring ~larger than the open ring! arises from cur-
rents crossing the GB and flowing around the circumfere
of the ring. The most prominent feature in them(H) curves
for the 5.1° and 7° GB rings is the appearance of a la
peak in the decreasing field branch; by comparison, the lo
for the open ring are symmetric about them50 axis, as this
signal arises from grain-type currents. Compared with
GB current density in zero applied field, the value at the p
is considerably larger and it occurs at applied fields of s
eral kOe magnitude. To illustrate the difference, the value
Jc

GB at the peak are included in Fig. 1 as solid symbols.
The appearance of a peak in the GB current density

been reported many times and it is attributed to the effec
a magnetic field on a Josephson junction, which a gr
boundary resembles.20 The occurrence of a peak in them(H)
curves of a GB sample, occurring only in decreasing fie
marks the appearance of weak-link behavior21 in the small-
angle grain boundary. It is well known that the maximu
tunneling current flows across a Josephson junction when

FIG. 3. ~Color online! The magnetic momentm(H) for a GB
ring on SrTiO3 containing a single 5.1° GB. The response is qu
asymmetric, with a large peak inm andJc

GB in decreasing field. For
comparison, the moment of an open ring~open symbols, heavy line!
is included to show the approximate magnitude of the signal p
duced by ‘‘U-turn’’ grain currents.
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net magnetic flux, which is perpendicular to the tunneli
current flow, become zero on the area of the junction. App
ing this idea, one expects that the total magnetic field o
grain boundaryHlocal becomes roughly zero at the peak
Jc . Two major fields acting on the grain boundary are t
applied magnetic fieldHapp and the fieldHsel f created by
induced currents flowing in the vicinity of and parallel to th
grain boundary,

Hlocal5Happ6uHsel fu. ~9!

In increasing field, the directions of those two fields are
same, givingHlocal5Happ1uHsel fu. On the other hand, de
creasing the applied field reverses the currents near the g
boundary, givingHlocal5Happ2uHsel fu and allowing a can-
cellation of the applied and self-fields. At the peak whe
Hlocal'0, one has thatHpeak[Happ,peak'uHsel fu}J; the
last proportionality follows from the fact thatHsel f is created
by currents flowing near the GB.

Figure 4 tests this scenario by plotting the peak fie
Hpeak as a function of grain current densityJc

Gr , where both
are measured at temperatures from 5 K to 77 K. InFig. 4~a!,
we consider the simplest approximation that the effect
currents have the densityJc

Gr of the grains, measured in
Happ50. This is the most appropriate choice, since gr
currents near the GB~where Hlocal'0) contribute most
strongly toHsel f . Recall that the YBCO film is fully pen-
etrated by flux and thatJc

Gr is determined in separate me

-

FIG. 4. ~Color online! The field Hpeak where the GBJc is a
maximum in decreasing field, plotted vsgrain current density, for
the samples shown at temperatures 5–60 K. Grain boundary an
are@001# c-axis tilts.~a! The current density isJc

Gr measured in zero
applied field,Happ50 and~b! the current density is the grain valu
measured at the peak field, i.e., atHapp5Hpeak for each case.
9-4
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SELF-ORGANIZED CURRENT TRANSPORT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 104509 ~2004!
surements on companion rings. Indeed, there is a strong
relation between the peak positionHpeak and the grain
current density, as shown by the straight line in the fig
with correlation coefficientR250.983. The figure includes
data for the weakly linked GB’s withu55.1 and 7°. To test
further the conjecture that a null local field produces the p
in J, we reduced the current density in two sets of rings wh
maintaining the same overall geometry; they were partia
deoxygenated by annealing in 0.2 bar of O2 at 500 °C, fol-
lowed by furnace cooling. This decreasedTc to '65 K for
the 5.1° GB and 75 K for the 7° GB. Data for those GB
are also included in Fig. 4~labeled ‘‘deOx’’! and they follow
the same trend as the fully oxygenated rings.

As seen in Fig. 4~a!, there is a clear correlation betwee
Hpeak and the grainJc

Gr . One might consider, however, tha
the appropriate scale of nearby currents is the densityJc

Gr

measured atHapp5Hpeak. Thus Fig. 4~b! presents the pea
field as a function of this lower, in-field current density. T
resulting plot is similar to that in Fig. 4~a!, with regression
coefficientR250.986. Overall, these analyses show that
position of the peaks inJc

GB tracks the nearby current densi
quite well. This supports the conjecture that the peaks co
spond to a nulling of the local field acting on a weakly link
grain boundary.

Next we ask whether currents in the film can create lo
fields comparable with the observedHpeak. This is a difficult
question, as it involves the magnetic fieldverynear the edge
of a thin sheet of current-carrying superconductor. For o
estimate, let us consider the case atT55 K with grain cur-
rent densityJc

Gr'35 MA/cm2, whereHpeak'2.8 kOe@Fig.
4~a!#. Numerical work of Da¨umling and Larbalestier22 has
shown that the perpendicular field ism0H'1.1 m0Jcd ~in
units of tesla! at the edge of a thin disk with radius/thickne
5103; this expression gives a field of;1 kOe at the edge o
one disk andHsel f'2 kOe, since current flows on both side
of the grain boundary. An alternative estimate comes fr
the work of Brandtet al., who consider a very long thin strip
of type II superconductor in a perpendicular magnetic field23

For the parameters cited, their expression for the normal fi
near the edge of a single strip gives values of 1.2 kOe
distance 103jab515 nm from the edge of the strip, and 1
kOe at distancejab . Doubling these values as above to a
count for currents on each side of the grain boundary yie
self-fieldsHsel f that are very comparable with the 2.8 kO
observed experimentally. While the geometries~disk, edge of
thin strip! differ somewhat from the GB geometry, these e
timates give some quantitative support for the ‘‘null fiel
weak link’’ model for the peak in GB current density.

To probe further the grain boundary system near the p
in Jc

GB , we performed minor loop experiments on th
5.1° GB ring at 5 K. The results are shown in Fig. 5~a!; for
comparison, identical measurements on one of the g
rings are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The following was done. After
making a standardm(H) loop to 10 kOe and back toH
50, we began to retrace the loop, increasingH from low
field. Then at 2.2 kOe, the applied field was decreased in
Oe steps until the magnetic moment reached the decrea
field branch of them(H) curve. ~The orientations of the
10450
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symbols in Fig. 5 show the direction of field change.! The
changes inm were very gradual and a field change of at le
100 Oe was needed in order to reach the upper branch.
experiment in the increasing field branch was repeated
kOe with similar results. In contrast, the GB system is mu
more sensitive in the decreasing field branch: when decr
ing H from high fields to the peak at 2.6 kOe, an increase
20 Oe produced a large reduction in the magnetic mom
An increase of only 20 Oe is large enough to switch t
magnetic moment almost to the lower branch. At decreas
fields of 1.8 and 4.2 kOe that lie on either side of the pe
the effect is similar although less dramatic at 1.8 kOe wh
Jc

GB is smaller. A smaller feature to note is the ‘‘foot’’ wher
a minor loop rejoins the mainm(H) curve; particularly no-
ticeable at the lower branch, this component ofm develops
as currents with densityJc

Gr fully penetrate the ‘‘strip like’’
portion of the ring.

The major conclusion of the minor loop study is that ne
the peak in decreasing field, the grain boundaries are v
sensitive to a reversal in field-sweep direction. Such a re
sal induces oppositely directed perimeter currents in the
and switches the sign in Eq.~9! from (2) to (1). Those
changes quickly add magnetic flux on the grain bounda
and this degrades the tunneling current across the GB
contrast, the same experiments on a grain ring give a s
metric response, as illustrated in Fig. 5~b!. Steps inH of 20

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Minor loops m(H) at T55 K for ~a! a
grain boundary~GB! ring with u55.1° and~b! a grain ring with no
grain boundary. In both cases, the open symbols show the enve
signal obtained by monotonically sweeping the field fromH50 up
to high field, then down to zero; filled symbols show the effect
20 Oe steps inH in the reverse direction, where the orientation
the symbols shows the direction of field change. For the grain r
in ~b!, the response is symmetric, while it is quite asymmetric
the GB ring in~a!.
9-5
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J. R. THOMPSONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 104509 ~2004!
Oe give uniform changes inm, whether increasing or de
creasing; the slopedm/dH is the same as that atH50, as is
evident from the equally spaced points form. The latter is
determined almost entirely by the geometry of the ri
through its~effective! demagnetizing factorD. From this per-
spective, one can consider that the GB ring at its peak has
very large demagnetizing factor of a thin flat ring, but i
creasingH in a minor loop tends to ‘‘open up’’ the GB an
reduceD to the smaller values more characteristic of a th
strip. This discussion is, of course, only qualitative sin
some current does flow across the GB. Overall, these m
loop experiments give further support to the picture that
asymmetric, history-dependentJc

GB and its peak in decreas
ing field all originate in the weak-linkage of a grain boun
ary that is strongly affected by thelocal field.

Some aspects of the magnetic field dependence rem
difficult to understand. In particular, analysis of the magne
moments in Fig. 3 for increasing field history suggests t
the values are about a factor-of-2 smaller than one m
expect from estimates ofHlocal combined with the observe
behavior in the decreasing field branch. This ‘‘excess’’ asy
metry was also observed by Da¨umling et al.24 in transport
studies on YBCO bicrystals with higher-angle grain boun
aries. Other mechanisms, of course, contribute to the tr
port of critical currents across grain boundaries. These
include pinning of GB vortices by facets on the boundar25

or pinning of Abrikosov-Josephson vortices on the GB
interactions with~strongly pinned! Abrikosov vortices in the
grains.26,27However, none of these other mechanisms rea
accounts for a stronglyasymmetricresponse, most notabl
the pronounced peak in the decreasing field branchonly.

VI. ESTABLISHING THE CRITICAL STATE

While the results cited so far were obtained with the en
sample fully penetrated with flux, it is informative to exam
ine how the critical state is established. For these exp
ments, the films were prepared in the virgin state by cool
them to low temperature in zero applied field. Then the m
netic moment was measured as the field was increase
steps of a few Oe. For the grain films patterned into narr
rings, the magnetic response is rather simple:m increases
almost linearly withH with a slopedm/dH'a3. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6~a!, where the initial slopes lie within 3%
of the values calculated using Table I of Brandt17 with ~inner
radiusa1)/~outer radiusa) 51.4 mm/1.5 mm50.933. This
near linearity is observed fromH50 up to the field of full
penetrationHp'0.13Jcd for this geometry.17 Full penetra-
tion, which is marked by a sudden departure from the no
nally linear response in Fig. 6~a!, occurs at progressively
lower fields asJc deteriorates with increasing temperature

For rings containing a pair of small-angle grain boun
aries, the initial response is similar. To show this, Fig. 6~b!
presentsm(H) for a ring with u55.1°. Compared with the
grain ring, however, there are two qualitative differenc
First, the penetration field is much smaller, due to the low
I c of the GB; in the range shown,H50 –20 Oe, the filmper
se is little penetrated by flux and the momentm is deter-
mined almost entirely by circulating currents that cross
10450
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GB. Second, further increases in the applied field~above the
GB penetration field! immediately reduce the magnitude o
m. Again, this can be attributed to the sensitivity of the G
Jc to the local field, i.e., applied plus self-field. Experimen
tally, the GB ring traps no flux until the applied field excee
the ~negative! peak inm. In an interesting and very usefu
application of these general ideas, Palauet al.28 have devel-
oped a self-consistent formalism for determining both
intergrain and intragrain critical current density in syste
containing many grain boundaries, such as RABiTS- a
IBAD-based coated conductors.

Establishing the critical state in an open ring is an int
esting contrast. For a thin strip of widthw and length, that
the open ring resembles, the magnetic moment is given17

m~H !52~Jcdw2,/4c!tanh~H/Hc!, ~10!

where the scaling fieldHc5Jcd/p andJc5constant. Figure
7 shows the initial magnetization curvem(H) for an open
ring at 5 K where, in comparison to the closed ring, th
initial slope is much smaller and the approach to saturatio
much more gradual. The solid line shows Eq.~10! drawn
with the dimensionsw,d,, of the strip and the current den
sity value Jc535 MA/cm2 obtained from a full hysteresis
loop, giving Hc522.5 kA/m5283 Oe. The agreement a
low fields is excellent. In larger fields, the theoretical cur
lies somewhat below the experimentalm becauseJc is not
constant, but rather decreases withH.

Also included in Fig. 7 are the magnetic responses of
rings with u55.1 and 7°, all at 5 K. The initial signal (H
50 –10 Oe) develops very rapidly; this increase and the s

FIG. 6. ~Color online! The magnetic moment of virgin YBCO
rings produced by applying small magnetic fields, at the tempe
tures shown.~a! an epitaxial grain ring with no grain boundarie
and ~b! a ring with grain boundary angleu55.1°.
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SELF-ORGANIZED CURRENT TRANSPORT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 104509 ~2004!
sequent falloff ofumu are the same as those shown in F
6~b! and discussed above. For larger fieldsH*50 Oe, the
magnitude ofumu again increases. This additional contrib
tion comes from currents induced and flowing entirely with
the grain material~not crossing the GB!, as evidenced by the
fact that them(H) curves for the two GB rings are almo
parallel to that for the open ring ‘‘strip,’’ but displaced from
it. The same phenomenon—generating an additional co
bution to m by inducing grain currents that are reflected
the GB’s—produces the ‘‘foot’’ on the minor loops in Fig
5~a!.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Using magnetic methods, we have studied current c
duction and weak linkage in low-angle grain boundari
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State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
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Materials investigated were ring-shaped YBCO films with
without @001#-tilt boundaries. Relating the measured ma
netic moments to the current configurations in GB, grain, a
open ring samples, we obtained the grain boundary cur
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moment. The temperature sweep experiments show th
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grain boundary current densityJc
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